MISSION: CONDUCT PROMPT AND SUSTAINED COMBAT OPERATIONS AT SEA

The Plan of the Day is published daily by the Executive Officer. All persons will read the Plan of the Day each day and are responsible for obeying applicable orders contained therein. The Plan of the Day is for official use only, and shall not be removed from WISCONSIN.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR MONDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER

0630 - Liberty Expires on Board For All Hands
  - Officer's Call
  - Quarters for muster/Instructon/Inspection
0700 - Recalls (FCC Mar/BT1 Lukehart/MA1 Mutter/DC2 Scanlan/BM2 Manning/
  RM2 Grant/FCSN Brock/RMSN Price) (Commanding Officers/T-1)
  - Final Sweep of Pier - Commence Pier Security Sweep - Commence Security Screening
0730 - Time Check
0745 - Shift Into The Uniform of the Day
0800 - Muster All Attendants/Escorts/Ushers/MAA Force, etc.
0830 - All Hands on Station
  - Begin Decommissioning Activities
  - Station Honors Quarterdeck Personnel
0930 - Honorable William L. Ball, III Departs Rhode Island House
  - Man the Rail
0940 - Platform Guests Arrive
TBD - 8 Bells - "LANTELEET, Arriving"
TBD - 6 Bells - "CRUDESGRU EIGHT, Arriving"
  - CLF Band Plays
0945 - VIP Guests are Escorted to Seats
1000 - Commence Decommissioning Ceremony
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR MONDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER CONTINUED

1100 - Decommissioning Ceremony Concludes - Crew Dismissed From Pier
- Commence Reception on Pier - Band Plays During Reception.
1115 - Caretaker Crew, Section Six Muster on Flight Deck
1130 - Tour Personnel on Station
1145 - Tours Commence
1230 - 30 Sep Transfer Personnel (Mess Decks)
1300 - Muster the Caretaker Crew on the Fantail
1430 - Commence Cleanup/Breakdown

----------

WISCONSIN WATCHBILL 30 SEPTEMBER 91

DUTY SECTION: FOUR
CDO: LCDR Lawrence
FIRE MARSHAL: HTC Harrell

SECTION LEADER: JOCS Burke
DUTY CHAPLAIN: LCDR Rott

DUTY DEPARTMENT HEADS

ENG: LT Kemp
DECK: BM1 Phillips
WEPS: FCC Slininger

ADMIN: YNC Roberts
SUPP: LT McCarthy
MED: HM1 Dean
OPS: ETC Tumlin

OOD POOW MOOW MOOW
08-12 LT Barnett OS2 Bohon SA Russell (2nd) SN Wimble (6th)

SECURITY TABLE ROVER PIER SENTRY
08-12 BM3 Dunn QM3 McAuliffe EM2 Boedeker

PIER SWEEPERS - FC3 Campbell (POIC)
SA Yeoman (2nd)
SN Hamilton (X-2)
SN Trujillo (5th)
SN Lygaught (1st)

DUTY PERSONNEL
Armorer: GMG3 Keith
Driver: SN Marin
YN: YN2 Daum
PN: PN1 Demontalvo
Color Guard: Pier Sweepers
will serve as Color Guard

----------

WISCONSIN CARETAKER CREW WATCHBILL 30 SEPTEMBER 91

CDO: CWO2 Scott
WBC: MMC Keller

ACDO: EMC Muniz
MAA: BT2 Carpenter

OOD POOW FWD ROVER AFT ROVER
08-12 N/A N/A N/A N/A
12-16 LTJG Haines SN Elder EM3 Sillimon/FN Nagy MM3 Castle/FN Pietrowicz
16-20 IC2 Nowell FC3 Malinowski BT3 Parker/EMFN Gunter BTFN Rathburn/SN Collins
20-24 BM3 James GMG3 Poe IC3 Boughton/FA Centers EM2 Bertulfo/FR Williams
00-04 MM2 Dickson SN Elder MM3 Saunders/BTFN Revels FCSN Taylor/SN Melendez
04-08 BM1 Williams FC3 Malinowski EM3 Sillimon/FN Nagy MM3 Castle/FN Pietrowicz
((U/I) BT2 Thomas
1. **CHAPLAIN’S THOUGHTS.** The things that will destroy America are prosperity-at-any-price, safety-first instead of duty-first, the love of soft living, and the get-rich-quick theory of life. Theodore Roosevelt

2. **TRANSFERS.** Personnel transferring on the following dates will pick up records and paychecks at the following location:

   - **30 SEP:** Transfer package/Paycheck - Mess Decks (after decommissioning ceremony reception)
   - **1 OCT:** Transfer package/Paycheck - Mess Decks
   - **2 OCT:** Transfer package - Personnel Office

   Personnel transferring on 30 September will be paid to date and will pick up paychecks upon completion of the decommissioning ceremony reception.

3. **SUMMARY OF MISHAPS.** An AT3 was in a hangar wiping down an aircraft with thinner when she felt lightheaded and hungry. She ate and promptly vomited. Even though she continued to feel faint and nauseated, she went back to work. Later, she had pains in her chest and felt like she couldn’t breathe. She spent two days SIQ because of her allergic reaction to the thinner. When I first read this mishap report, I thought “Uh oh, another case of someone not wearing a respirator.” Not so; she was wearing a respirator, but it didn’t fit.

4. **FLIGHT ADVISORY.** The following personnel are to report to NAS MAC Terminal at 0700, 1 October 1991 for flight to Philadelphia:

   - FA Brad Anderson
   - FN O’Neil Dunkley
   - EMFN Derrick Grannum
   - SN Brent Johnson
   - FN Henry Nickerson
   - GMG3 Patrick Robb
   - MM3 Timothy Saunders
   - EMFN Marcus Silimon
   - MMFN Christopher Tarver
   - BM3 David Ziemska

   - EM2 David Beedeker
   - EMFN David Gaitan
   - EMFN Courtney Gunter
   - GMGSN David McMillian
   - EMFN John Palmieri
   - MM3 Julio Sanchez
   - RM3 Brian Schuld
   - SR Jeffery Simpson
   - SA James Thomas

   [Signature]

   F. E. MILLER
   Executive Officer